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Attack Vector | Discovery: Azure Resource Graph



Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/platform-logs-overview
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The Kubernetes API server is a critical component of the system, and attacks against it can lead to complete 
system compromise. Common API server attacks include brute force attacks, unauthorized access, and 
denial-of-service attacks.

AKS API Server is a managed service provided by Microsoft. 

● Private API Server

● Public API Server

Attack Vector | API Servers Attacks



One of the most common Kubernetes attack vectors is misconfigurations that can lead to privilege 
escalation, data leaks, and other vulnerabilities.

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/aks/managed-clusters/list-cluster-admin-credentials
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Attack Vector | Misconfiguration
One of the most common Kubernetes attack vectors is misconfigurations that can lead to privilege 
escalation, data leaks, and other vulnerabilities.





Kubernetes manages containers, so vulnerabilities in the container images can also be exploited to 
compromise the entire Kubernetes cluster.

Attack Vector | Container Vulnerabilities



Kubernetes relies on many third-party components, including plugins, add-ons, and integrations. These 
components can have vulnerabilities that attackers can exploit to gain access to the Kubernetes cluster.

Malicious admissions Controller

Reference: https://blog.rewanthtammana.com/creating-malicious-admission-controllers#heading-references
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Kubernetes uses a network to communicate between the various components in the cluster, and attackers 
can intercept and manipulate network traffic to gain access to sensitive data.

Kubernetes by default connects all the containers running in the same node (even if they belong to different 
namespaces) down to Layer 2 (ethernet). This allows a malicious containers to perform an ARP spoofing attack to 
the containers on the same node and capture their traffic.

● ARP Spoofing in pods in the same Node 
○ https://gist.github.com/rbn15/bc054f9a84489dbdfc35d333e3d63c87#file-arpspoofer-py

● DNS Spoofing
○ https://github.com/danielsagi/kube-dnsspoof/

● Capturing Traffic
○ https://github.com/danielsagi/kube-dnsspoof/

Attack Vector | Network attacks
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Attackers can compromise the supply chain of Kubernetes by inserting malicious code into the codebase or 
container images.

Reference: https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/hacking-kubernetes/9781492081722/ch04.html
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Attackers can target the Kubernetes cluster or individual nodes in the cluster to gain access to sensitive 
data or disrupt operations.

On the agent node VMs in the Kubernetes cluster, the 
service principal credentials are stored in the file 
/etc/kubernetes/azure.json

By default, the Service Principal 
that is assigned to the cluster will 
get the ACRPull role assigned at 
the subscription scope level. 

Attack Vector | cluster and node level attacks
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Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-service-principal
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Attackers with insider access, such as employees or contractors, can exploit their privileged access to 
compromise the Kubernetes cluster.

Attack Vector | Insider Threats
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